A Memorable Gift

Some friends are getting up early in the morning and gets ready to travel by arranging
clothes, foods and bags. They pack all the bags into the jeep and ride away. On the way one
person captures videos and photos with his smartphone grabbing beautiful shots of sun rising, a
train traveling in the distance, slow movement of leaves in trees and other beautiful things you
can only witness in the morning. Others are helping the driver to navigate the way looking at the
smartphone’s GPS.
They reach to a mountain and get down from the jeep. Carrying the bags, now they all
walk up to the hills. The journey gets harsh for them, but they never stop and keep walking. On
the way they get tired and stop to eat to replenish themselves. Soon it gets rain and other people
who were climbing the mountain goes back and advise the friends to not go any further but they
refuse and proceeds.
One friend’s smartphone gets felled in the ground and drifts into a river and he chases it
and grabs it miraculously and nothing has happened to the smartphone. With a breath of relief,
they all start to climb up again and after an arduous journey finally managed to reach the top of
the hill. They all hug each tightly with their successful goal of reaching the top of the hill and
take a photograph of one thing using a tripod we could not see and it remains as a mystery.
Now they all traveling back to home and it becomes dark and get lost on the way.
However, thankfully with the higher capacity of the battery they could activate navigation and
gets back to the correct path and reach home. After having a dinner rather than getting ready to
sleep, they all get back to the jeep and driving somewhere on the highway. On the way a nerd
looking friend interacting with his laptop while others are giving him suggestions.
After a pleasant and lonely ride in the night, they arrive to an animal clinic and they all
get in. A nurse comes to meet them and they all talk about something which is inaudible. Soon
the nurse agrees to them and they all follow her into a room and the nurse closes the door.
There is an injured old dog lying on a table, breathing heavily. A one friend keeps the
smartphone with a stand in front of its teary eyes and he plays a video on it. The video starts with

a beautiful melancholic music and it shows a couple of footages of a little dog in black and white
on the first day he came to his new house. The video continues showing how it grew up with the
friends and they used to travel distances and hilarious photos of how they posed for their
graduation with the dog along with the nerd professor. The dog’s eyes slightly open and it is
staring at the screen with a fast breathing now. One friend tightly rubs another friend’s shoulder
and the nurse starts to cry while all others stares at the dog.
With all the sweet and memorable footages the video now comes to its final part and it
shows the footages they captured today and finally shows a wonderful video capture of a
beautiful handmade dog house in the top of the hill which they all took before despite the almost
impossible journey. In that particular shot a topic soon starts to appear which is, “Good bye
Angus. Here is your new home in the Heaven. Thank you for all the good times. God Bless you”.
The dog howls for the last time to show its gratitude to his friends and soon dies and the
screen fades out. The next day a girl turn on her computer and receives an email from her friend,
titled “A Memorable Gift”. In the email her friend’s has mentioned, “Watch this beautiful video.
Guaranteed to make you cry!” After a while she is watching the video on YouTube, which is the
video, the friends has done for their loyal dog. The video soon starts to get lots of views and goes
viral and screen fades out.

